Crossroad Farms 9th Annual Bull & Female Sale
February 25, 2015
Shell Lake, Saskatchewan
Auctioneer: Jerry Kanewischer

Results:
87 Yearling, Simmental Bulls Averaged: $8,905
15 Open Replacement Heifers Averaged: $4,600

Total Sale Grossed: $843,700

High Selling Bulls:
Lot 19 - Crossroad Ruckus 562B sired by Crossroad Ranger 216X was purchased by Bear Canyon Colony, Cherry Point, AB for $20,000.

Lot 54 – Crossroad Pacesetter 597B sired by Paparazzi 205Z was purchased by Packet Bros. Lafleche, SK for $18,500.

Lot 26 - Crossroad Ferrari 650B sired by KUZ Mr Appollo was purchased by Sunset Simmentals, Edgerton, AB for $17,250.

Lot 1- Crossroad Cheetah 827B sired by MFI Cornerstone 7187 was purchased by Orin & Donna Ockerman, Lindbergh, AB for $17,000.

Lot 58 – Crossroad Mariner 526B sired by Crossroad Navigator 338Y was purchased by Kevin & Wendy Langer, Riverhurst, SK for $16,000.

Volume Bull Buyer:
Moore Ranches, Loon Lake, SK

High Selling Heifers:
Lot 94 - Crossroad Berta 626B sired by Crossroad Nascar 45Z was purchased by 7-H Cattle Co., Frenchman Butte, SK for $6,250.

Lot 99 Crossroad Babette 839B sired by Kop Esposito 95Y was purchased by 7-H Cattle Co., Frenchman Butte, SK for $6,000.

Lot 107 - Crossroad Bubbles 528B sired by Crossroad Radium 789U was purchased by Orin & Donna Ockerman, Lindbergh, AB for $5,750.

Volume Heifer Buyer:
Dry Creek Simmentals, Loon Lake, SK